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not intend, that Germany should be forced to follow Berch-
told in secret plans which Austria had withheld from her
ally, and which might involve the rupture of the Triple
Alliance by Italy's withdrawal from it, and even the rup-
ture of the peace of Europe in such a way that Germany
and Austria would seem to be responsible. He would not
permit that Russia and the Pan-Slav Press should back up
Serbia in a continuance of the Greater Serbia menace, but
on the other hand, he thought Austria ought to satisfy the
Russian desire that Serbia be not subjected to a partition.67
Bethmann therefore refused to allow Berchtold to rattle
the German sword. Berchtold and Conrad had asked
Tschirschky that Berlin warn St. Petersburg that the mili-
tary preparations against Austria were so threatening that
counter-measures would have to be taken.58 Instead of
acceding to this suggestion, Bethmann tried to calm and
restrain the Vienna authorities by telling them: "Military
reports concerning Russia, so far as known here, are only
rumors, and are not yet confirmed. Even according to
General Moltke's view, a categorical declaration at St.
Petersburg would seem today to be premature." 50 And
at the same time, in reply to Sazonov's admission that "a
way must be found of giving Serbia her deserved lesson
while sparing her sovereign rights,"60 he instructed Pour-
tales: "Please tell Sazonov that I am grateful for his com-
munication and for its conciliatory spirit, and further hope
that Austria's declaration of disinterestedness will satisfy
Russia and serve as a basis for further agreement."61
Bethmann also heard that Berchtold was persisting in
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